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 World War I as Galloping Gertie:
 A Reply to Joachim Remak

 Paul W. Schroeder

 University of Illinois, Urbana

 In a recent article, Joachim Remak argues that modern research on
 the origins of the First World War, led by Fritz Fischer and his
 students, has distorted our view while expanding our knowledge. The
 search for more profound causes of the war has tended, in Remak's

 phrase, to make us miss the forest for the roots. World War I was
 really the Third Balkan War. It arose from the last of a long series of
 local Austro-Serbian quarrels, none of which had led to war before; it
 involved a series of political maneuvers and gambles typical of the
 great power politics of that time, maneuvers which previously had
 not issued in general conflict. Only the particular events of 1914
 caused this particular quarrel and this diplomatic gamble to end in
 world war.'

 There is much truth in this familar view, and considerable point to
 Remak's criticism of an overly determinist interpretation of 1914. Yet
 his version appears to me as unsatisfactory as those he criticizes. This
 essay, without claiming to exhaust the literature or to say anything
 brand new,2 will suggest another way to look at the origins of the war,
 and propose a view different from Remak's, Fischer's,3 Arno May-
 er's,4 and others now current.

 To start with Fischer: most of what he says about Germany and
 her bid for world power is true. Many of his formulations and empha-

 1" 1914-The Third Balkan War: Origins Reconsidered," Journal of Modern History
 43 (September 1971): 353-66.

 2Nor will I attempt to "prove" my case with elaborate footnotes. The references will
 mainly serve to illustrate the kind of sources and literature I have used.

 3Fritz Fischer, Griff nach der Weltmacht (Dusseldorf, 1961), translated as Ger-
 many's Aims in the First World War (New York, 1967); "Weltpolitik, Weltmachstre-
 ben und deutsche Kriegsziele," Historische Zeitschrift 199 (1964): 265- 346; and Krieg
 der Illusionen (Dusseldorf, 1969). The main rival work is Gerhard Ritter, Staatskunst
 und Kriegshandwerk, 4 vols. (Munich, 1954-68), now being translated as The Sword

 and the Scepter (Coral Gables, Fla., 1969-) A good survey of the controversy is in
 Wolfgang J. Mommsen. "The Debate on German War Aims," Journal of Contempo-
 rary History 1 (July 1966): 47-74; for citations of the literature, see James J. Sheehan,
 "Germany, 1890- 1918: A Survey of Recent Research," Central European History i
 (December 1968): 345-72.

 4"Domestic Causes of the First World War," in The Responsibility of Power, ed.
 Leonard Krieger and Fritz Stern (Garden City, N.Y., 1967), pp. 286-300; "Internal

 Causes and Purposes of War in Europe, 1870- 1956: A Research Assignment," Jour-
 nal of Modern History 41 (September 1969): 29 1- 303.
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 320 Paul W. Schroeder

 ses are open to challenge. He is too hard on Bethmann-Hollweg and

 misinterprets the motives of his crucial decision in 1914.5 He often
 underestimates the importance and persistence of concerns other than
 Weltpolitik in German policy, and he tends to blur the difference
 between Germany's prewar and wartime goals in emphasizing their
 continuity. But these points do not destroy his main argument. From

 1890 on, Germany did pursue world power. This bid arose from deep
 roots within Germany's economic, political, and social structures.
 Once the war broke out, world power became Germany's essential
 goal. Fischer and his students have made the old apologias for Ger-
 man policy impossible.

 The difficulty arises in accepting the notion, implicit in all of
 Fischer's work and explicitly drawn by many historians as the chief

 lesson of it, that Germany's bid for world power was the causa

 causans, the central driving force behind the war. Fischer never

 demonstrates this convincingly. His case is far more informative,

 compelling, and reliable on Germany's policy and national character

 than on the origins of the war. He may be able to tell us what

 Germany was like without worrying much about the policies of other
 powers (although even here the comparative dimension is lacking).
 But he cannot assume, as he constantly does, that German policy was
 decisive for other powers without a great deal more investigation than

 he has done. Moreover, Fischer's own principle of der Primat der
 Innenpolitik should have led him to assume that other powers would,
 like Germany, act mainly from their own indigenous drives, rather
 than mainly react to what Germany did, as he depicts them doing.

 More important, the whole attempt to find a causa causans behind
 the multiplicity of contributing factors is misconceived. It is like
 looking for the driving force behind the French or Russian Revolu-
 tions, or the Reformation, or the American Civil War. Immediately,
 one encounters a plethora of "causes" far more than sufficient to
 account for the phenomenon one wishes to explain, clearly connected
 with it, and yet not "sufficient" in the sense that any set of them
 logically implies what occurred. The fact that so many plausible
 explanations for the outbreak of the war have been advanced over the
 years indicate-s on the one hand that it was massively overdetermined,
 and on the other that no effort to analyze the causal factors involved
 can ever fully succeed. When on top of earlier valid arguments
 Fischer and his disciples insist that Germany's bid for world power

 5Konrad Jarausch, "The Illusion of Limited War: Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg's
 Calculated Risk, July 1914," Central European History 2 (March 1969): 48-76; Fritz
 Stern, "Bethmann Hollweg and the War: The Limits of Responsibility," in The Re-
 sponsibility of Power, pp. 252-85 (see n. 4 above).
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 World Warl 321

 was really behind it all, when Marxist historians insist that the war

 was the inevitable outcome of monopolistic capitalist imperialism,

 when Arno Mayer proposes domestic political and social unrest and

 the dynamics of counterrevolution as decisive, and when Peter
 Loewenberg argues in reply that this role belongs to the fundamental

 drives revealed by psychodynamic theory,6 one begins to suspect that

 all these approaches, however much valuable information and insight

 they may provide, cannot deliver what they promise. Not only is an

 attempt to reduce or subordinate the various contributing factors to

 some fundamental cause methodologically very dubious,7 but also,

 even if it worked -even if one managed to fit all the contributing

 factors into a scheme of causal priority through factor analysis-this

 would still not give the causa causans. For in the breakdown of a

 system of relations such as occurred in 1914 as a result of various

 intertwined and interacting forces, the system itself enters into the
 work of destruction. In the process wittily described by Hexter as

 "Galloping Gertie,"8 the very devices built into a system to keep it
 stable and operative under stress, subjected to intolerable pressures,

 generate forces of their own which cause the system to destroy itself.
 World War I seems to me clearly a case of "Galloping Gertie."

 Witness how statesmen and military leaders everywhere in 1914,

 especially in the Central Powers, felt themselves to be in the grip of

 uncontrollable forces. They sensed that their calculations were all
 futile and that what their actions would finally produce lay beyond all

 calculation. Remak, appreciating this fact and rejecting the search for
 a causa causans, rightly insists that the answer must lie in the narra-

 tive and in analysis within it. But his particular answer to the ques-

 tion, Why World War I? is similarly misleading. True, it required
 certain contingent events to start a war in 1914; but this does not

 mean the whole development was purely contingent, with nothing

 inevitable about it. Europe's frequent escapes from crises before 1914

 do not indicate the possibility that she could have continued to avoid
 war indefinitely; they rather indicate a general systemic crisis, an
 approaching breakdown. Remak's view of July 1914 as the one
 gamble that did not succeed overlooks the fact that those who gam-

 6"Arno Mayer's 'Internal Causes and Purposes of War in Europe, 1870- 1956'-an
 Inadequate Model of Human Behavior, National Conflict, and Historical Change,"
 Journal of Modern History 42 (December 1970): 628- 36.

 7See J. H. Hexter, The History Primer (New York, 1970), chap. 5; Gordon Leff,
 History and Social Theory (Garden City, N.Y., 1971), pp. 48-90.

 8Hexter, The History Primer, pp. 118-35. "Galloping Gertie" was the popular name
 for the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in Washington, which collapsed in 1940 when winds
 induced pressures on supporting members sufficient in turn to cause the supports to
 generate destructive forces within the bridge.
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 bled in Germany and Austria did not expect to succeed in avoiding

 general war.

 Thus the search for the fundamental cause of World War I is futile,

 while the argument that the war simply happened is unhelpful. Is

 there no exit from the cul-de-sac? A different question may help: not
 Why World I? but Why not? War was still the ultima ratio regum.
 World War I was a normal development in international relations;

 events had been building toward it for a long time. There is no need to

 explain it as a deviation from the norm. In this sense, the question

 Why not? answers the question Why?
 More important, it points to what is unexpected about the war and

 needs explanation: its long postponement. Why not until 1914? This

 question clearly needs answering in regard to Austria. Historians
 continue to exercise themselves over why the Austrian Monarchy

 risked its own destruction by insisting on punishing Serbia. The

 favorite (and very unsatisfactory) answer is that this was the kind
 of futile, absurd action to be expected from so decrepit an empire
 with so inept a ruling class. In fact, the problem is nonexistent.

 Preventive wars, even risky preventive wars, are not extreme anom-

 alies in politics, the sign of the bankruptcy of policy. They are a
 normal, even common, tool of statecraft, right down to our own day.
 British history, for example, is full of them; the British Empire was
 founded and sustained in great part by a series of preventive and
 preemptive wars and conquests. As for the particular decision of June
 1914, the evidence is plain that Berchtold, although often wavering,
 resisted the idea of a punitive war on Serbia until the assassination.
 With the death of Francis Ferdinand, leader of the peace party,
 Berchtold simultaneously ran out of alternatives, arguments, and sup-
 port for any other policy, and gave in.9 The real problem is to explain
 why Austria waited so long and tried so many other futile devices to

 stop the steady deterioration of her Balkan and great-power position
 before resorting to force. The idea of eliminating Serbia as a political
 factor by conquest, occupation, or preventive war was at least sixty
 years old, and constantly advanced. For over two centuries Austria
 had lived under the brooding threat of Russian encirclement in the
 south.10 Why did she act only in the desperate situation of 1914, with
 all alternatives exhausted?

 A similar question arises with Germany. Why, with her powerful

 9Hugo Hantsch, Leopold Graf Berchtold, Grandseigneur und Staatsmann, 2 vols.
 (Graz, 1963); Robert A. Kann, "Erzherzog Franz Ferdinand und Graf Berchtold als
 Aussenminister, 1912- 1914," Mitteilungen des osterreichischen Staatsarchivs 22
 (1969): 246-78.

 10A. V. Florovsky, "Russo-Austrian Conflicts in the Early 18th Century," Slavonic
 and East European Review 47 (January 1969): 94- 115.
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 impulse toward Weltpolitik, did she fail to resort to war under favor-

 able circumstances in 1905,1" or 1908-9, or even 1911, and try it
 only in 1914, when military and political leaders alike recognized the

 gambling nature of the enterprise? The same question, What held her

 back? applies to Europe in general. Fischer, Mayer, and the Marxists
 insist that the war did not just happen, but was caused. This is
 true, but so is the converse. Until 1914 peace did not just happen, but
 was caused. The wars that did not occur seem to me harder to explain

 than the one that did. Arno Mayer contends that we know all we need

 to about the European system; we lack an adequate analysis of the

 domestic sources of the violence that destroyed it. I disagree. We

 know more than we need to (although more knowledge of course is

 always possible and valuable) to understand in general what was

 impelling Europe to destruction. We neither fully understand nor

 appreciate the restraints holding her back, and why these gave way

 only in 1914.

 This essay therefore deals with the question, Why not until 1914?

 It proposes to account for the critical difference between the system's
 surviving the challenges facing it and its failing to do so, by pointing

 to a vital element of stability within the system which in 1914 finally
 became destructive and generated the collapse of the system. That

 element, it will surprise no one to hear, was Austria-Hungary. The

 essay will also, briefly and sketchily, make a case for a point less trite

 and obvious: that a chief source of the pressures turning Austria from

 a stabilizing into a destructive member of the system, besides her own

 internal debility and Germany's policy for becoming a world power,

 was Britain's policy for remaining one.
 The most important change in European politics after 1890, as

 everyone knows, was that Germany lost control of the system. Who

 gained the initiative she lost? For a short time, Britain seemed to; but
 the long-range gainers were France and Russia. Their alliance, giving

 them greater security in Europe, freed them to pursue world policy.

 Manchuria, China, Indochina and Siam, Persia, Central Asia, the
 Mediterranean, the Senegal, the Niger, the Congo, and the Upper

 Nile were the areas where Russian and French pressures were
 brought to bear. In every case, Britain was made to feel it.

 The challenge to Britain's world leadership, coinciding with Ger-
 many's loss of control of the European system, helped conceal the

 latter phenomenon from the Germans themselves and contributed to

 their persistent belief that they could play the game of two irons in the

 "As Norman Rich points out, the only way Germany could have avoided political
 defeat in 1905-6 was either by a more forceful diplomacy backed by the threat of war,
 or by war itself (Friedrich von Holstein, 2 vols. [Cambridge, 1965], pp. 742-45).
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 fire and that eventually Britain would have to seek German help. Part

 of the challenge to Britain came from German and American industri-

 al and commercial competition, but there was not much to be done

 about this. Countermeasures like imperial tariffs and economic union

 were likely to hurt Britain and anger the dominions rather than ham-

 per her rivals. Besides, the main threat was to the security of the

 Empire, not to trade, and this danger stemmed from France and

 Russia. Far from threatening the British Empire in the 1 890s, Germa-
 ny hovered about Britain like an opportunistic moneylender, ready to
 offer her services at exorbitant rates and hoping for a favorable
 chance to buy into the firm. France and Russia competed directly

 with Britain and tried to drive her out of key positions. Isolated and

 foolish challenges like Fashoda could be faced down, but the funda-
 mental vulnerability of Britain's position in Egypt, South Africa, the

 Straits, Persia, the Persian Gulf, the Far East, India, and India's
 Northwest Frontier oppressed the British daily. Added to this was

 the rise of the United States to world power and the danger of native

 unrest and risings in Egypt, South Africa, Ireland, and above all

 India. The challenges could doubtless be met, but not by the old
 policy, and also not by great new expenditures or tests of strength.

 The empire had always been acquired and maintained on the cheap,

 and Parliament required that it be kept so, especially now that new

 demands for welfare measures were being added to the old Liberal

 and Radical calls for cuts in military spending. As for tests of

 strength, the Boer War convinced most Englishmen of the dangers of

 isolation and the severe limits to British resources for overseas ven-

 tures.

 It was therefore inevitable that Britain would meet her new prob-

 lems mainly by trying to devolve some of her imperial burdens on

 others (the dominions or other friendly powers), and by trying to

 come to terms with her opponents. Bowing out gracefully in favor of

 the United States in the Western Hemisphere was easy and relatively
 painless; equally natural was the limited alliance with Japan.'2 But the
 main answer to Britain's difficulties would have to be a deal with her

 chief opponents, France and Russia. Far from representing a great
 break in British tradition, such a rapprochement was the obvious step

 for Britain, a move for which there was ample precedent and tradition

 throughout the nineteenth century. What held it up was not British
 reluctance to break with splendid isolation - Salisbury, the great de-

 fender of this tradition, had been looking for chances to come to

 12Kenneth Bourne, Britain and the Balance of Power in North America, 1815-1908
 (Berkeley, Calif., 1967); Ian Nish, The Anglo-Japanese Alliance (London, 1966).
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 terms with France and Russia all through the 1890s.'3 It was the
 refusal of France and Russia to make a deal on terms acceptable to

 Britain, counting as they did on British vulnerability to make her
 ultimately come to them. It took more than a year after Fashoda fully

 to convince Delcasse that there was no way to get Britain out of

 Egypt, and five years to be ready to admit it openly. Even then the
 British made concessions to France over Morocco which her busi-

 ness community there did not like at all.14 As for Russia, only military

 defeat and revolution in 1904-5, plus an expanded Anglo-Japanese

 alliance, finally convinced her that she must forget about putting

 pressure on Britain in Afghanistan. Even then, the Russians proved

 difficult to deal with in Persia before and after 1907.15
 This suggests that there is no need to bring in the German menace

 to explain Britain's rapprochement with France and Russia. The

 Triple Entente was a natural development explicable purely in terms

 of the needs and aims of the three powers-especially Britain. Her

 friendships with France and Russia were ends in themselves, vital for

 her imperial interests, and not means of checking Germany, and

 remained so. Rather than seeking friendly agreements with France

 and Russia because of the German threat, Britain tended to see

 Germany as a threat because of the agreements she sought and

 obtained from France and Russia. Repeatedly, before the war British

 spokesmen's main complaint against Germany was that she resented

 British agreements with other powers and tried to break them up. The

 great British fear was that Germany might lure France and Russia

 into her camp, leaving Britain isolated.16

 "But you forget three things," one might reply. "Britain did not
 approach France and Russia until she had first attempted an alliance
 with Germany and failed. The agreements with France and Russia

 were strictly extra-European and colonial in nature, and not directed

 against Germany; only Germany's dangerous conduct made them
 into a coalition against Germany. Above all, it was Germany's direct,

 13See, e.g., J. A. S. -Grenville, Lord Salisbury and Foreign Policy (London, 1964);
 and Thomas M. liams, Jr., Dreyfus, Diplomatists and the Dual Alliance (Geneva and
 Paris, 1962).

 14Christopher Andrew, Theophile Delcasse' and the Making of the Entente Cordiale
 (New York, 1968); Pierre Guillen, L'Allemagne et le Maroc de 1870 a 1905 (Paris,
 1967).

 15Firuz Kazemzadeh, Russia and Britain in Persia, 1864-1914 (New Haven, Conn.,
 1968); Horst Jaeckel, Die Nordwestgrenze in der Verteidigung Indiens 1900- 1908 und
 der Weg Englands zum russischen-britischen A bkommen von 1907 (Cologne, 1968),

 16A typical expression of this fear is Sir Edward Grey's remark in October 1905 that
 Britain "was running a real risk of losing France and not gaining Germany; who would
 want us, if she could detach France from us" (S. R. Williamson, Jr., The Politics of the
 Grand Strategy [Cambridge, Mass., 1969], p. 60).
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 overt, and formidable naval challenge which forced Britain to draw

 close to France and cooperate with Russia in Europe."

 The first point errs on the facts. The story of a missed opportunity

 for an Anglo-German- alliance in 1898- 1901 is a myth, as Gerhard

 Ritter argued long ago.17 Britain never really tried for it or wanted it.

 Naturally she would have liked to get Germany to defend British

 interests for nothing, but a mutual tie was never seriously in question.

 There was no basis for an alliance. Lord Curzon pointed out in 1901

 that the German navy was too weak to be of much help to Britain and

 the army was not available where Britain needed it.18 Frances Bertie

 put the general political case against an alliance: it would be useful

 only in the extreme case of a losing British war against France and

 Russia, but such a war would compel Germany in her own interests

 to help Britain, alliance or no. Tied to Germany, Britain would lose

 her freedom to conduct world policy and to hold and exploit the

 balance between rival continental powers.19 Even Lansdowne quickly

 saw that a German alliance would draw French and Russian antagon-

 ism onto Britain, costing her the desired rapprochement with the Dual
 Alliance.20

 As for British cooperation with Germany, the only possible basis

 for this was the one laboriously erected by Bismarck and grudg-

 ingly accepted by Salisbury in the Near Eastern Triplice of 1887:

 British cooperation with Austria and Italy to uphold the Near

 Eastern status quo.21 This was undermined in 1893 by the Admiral-

 17Die Legende der verschmahten englischen Freundschaft 1898/1901 (Freiburg,
 1929); H. W. Koch, "The Anglo-German Alliance Negotiations: Missed Opportunity
 or Myth?" History 54 (1969): 378-92.

 "8Curzon's argument is both typical and significant: "It [a German alliance] will
 mean the habitual and incessant surrendering to Germany on points where our com-
 mercial interests are concerned all over the world. What should we get from her in

 return'? We do not want her army. Her navy is not sufficiently strong to be of much
 value. Austria can give us absolutely nothing and might entangle us in a fight over the
 Balkan Peninsula. Italy is too weak to be of any assistance" (Jaeckel, p. 152 [see n. 5
 above]).

 19Minute of November 9, 1901, in British Documents on the Origins of the War,

 1898-1914, 11 vols., ed. G. P. Gooch and H. W. V. Temperley (London, 1926-38),
 2:76 (hereafter cited as BD).

 20Jaeckel, p. 152.
 21G. N. Sanderson portrays well Salisbury's resentment at being forced by Bismarck

 to play a role in Europe: "He resented being forced to carry Bismarck's Austrian
 burden at the Straits; he resented still more the consequent deflection of Russian
 hostility from Berlin to London. But he made a shrewd bargain by committing the allies
 to the defence of Asia Minor as well as the Balkans; and as an interim defensive
 arrangement at the Straits the Agreement was at least as valuable to England as to
 Germany" (Europe, England, and the Upper Nile, 1882-1899 [Edinburgh, 1965], pp.
 40-41). The agreement was really much more favorable to Britain than to Germany; as
 Paul Kluke points out, it marked the beginning of Salisbury's victory over Bismarck
 and the breakdown of Bismarck's system ("Bismarck und Salisbury. Ein diplomat-
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 ty's conclusion that the fleet could no longer defend Constantinople

 against Russia while a French fleet operated from Toulon in Britain's
 rear. Once the British government accepted this conclusion, it elimi-

 nated any possibility of serious support for Austria in the Balkans,
 and thus of cooperation between Germany and Britain on the conti-
 nent. The only way now open for Britain in the long run to defend her
 Near Eastern interests, and the only one seriously pursued, was a

 deal with Russia.22 It took somewhat longer for Britain to conclude

 that Italy was no real help in the contest with France over East
 Africa, but after 1898 she also became largely superfluous.

 What happened in China, where Britain and Germany supposedly
 came closest to real partnership only to have Germany back out,

 again illustrates the impossibility of an alliance. Salisbury never de-

 signed or intended the Anglo-German Agreement of October 1900 to

 stop Russia in China. He wanted it to hold Germany back, keeping

 her out of the British sphere in the Yangtze which she hoped to

 penetrate, while Salisbury negotiated what he really desired, an agree-

 ment over spheres of influence with Russia. When Prince Billow told
 the Reichstag in March 1901 that Germany was not obliged to

 oppose Russia in Manchuria and would not do so, he merely ex-
 pressed bluntly the letter and spirit of the 1900 agreement. Naturally

 and typically, when Lansdowne's and Chamberlain's illusions were
 pricked, Lansdowne promptly turned to Japan, while Chamberlain

 became not long after the most strident Germanophobe in the Cabi-

 net.23

 The second point, that Britain's colonial agreements were not di-
 rected against Germany, but only became so because of Germany's

 isches Duell," Historische Zeitschrift, 175 [1953]: 295-306). But Salisbury would
 already in 1887 have preferred a direct deal with France to having to rely on the Triple
 Alliance for support; the trouble was that France's price at this time, evacuation of
 Egypt, was too high.

 22On the general subject, C. J. Lowe, Salisbury and the Mediterranean 1886-1896
 (London, 1965). On the breakdown of the Second Mediterranean Agreement, I dis-
 agree with J. A. S. Grenville ("Goluchowski, Salisbury and the Mediterranean Agree-
 ments, 1895- 1897," Slavonic and East European Review 36 [1957-58]: 340-69) and
 Margaret Jefferson ("Lord Salisbury and the Eastern Question, 1890- 1898," Slavonic
 and East European Review 39 [1960-61]: 44-60, 216-21). The point is not, as both
 seem to feel, that Salisbury did not want to throw Austria over brusquely or act
 dishonestly toward her. It is that Salisbury saw absolutely no possibility of actively
 working with her or supporting her. He wanted an agreement with Russia and worked
 for it, knowing that Czar Nicholas II was already very hostile toward Austria and
 looking forward to her demise; Salisbury merely hoped that such an Anglo-Russian
 agreement could be reached without the British acting basely toward Austria or
 undermining her essential position. Such scruples of conscience are seldom an effective
 barrier against reason of state; later British statesmen would easily get over them. See
 also C. J. Lowe, The Reluctant Imperialists (London, 1967), 1: 196- 204.

 23L. K. Young, British Policy in China 1895-1902 (Oxford, 1970).
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 conduct, is true in the sense that Britain did not want to encircle

 Germany but to protect her empire; this is precisely my contention. It
 also touches on an important truth, that Germany was not in fact the

 prime target of Entente diplomacy -of which more later. But what

 about France's and Russia's purposes in these colonial agreements?
 Whether Delcasse's policy of trying to encircle and isolate Germany

 was mainly a reaction to German moves24 or the product of his own
 ambitions for France (undoubtedly it was both), his whole program,
 especially as it reached a climax in Morocco, was so overtly and
 rashly anti-German that most of his colleagues, including some ardent

 colonialists, warned him against it.25 The British knew quite well

 about this aspect of French policy. They chose to accept the agree-
 ment with France for their own reasons and to let Germany worry
 about the European consequences. As for the Anglo-Russian Con-
 vention of 1907, its fundamental presumption was that Britain would

 pay Russia for cooperation in Central Asia by helping the Russians
 improve their position in Europe, especially in the Balkans and the

 Straits -directly at Turkey's and Austria's expense, indirectly at Ger-
 many's. The British knew that Russia had been exerting pressure on
 India in great part in order to make Britain subservient to Russian
 policy in Europe, and they had long been contemplating using the
 Balkans and the Straits as lures for Russia.26

 It becomes even more disingenuous to claim that Britain's ententes
 were not intended to apply to Europe or to hurt Germany when one

 sees how they were used. From 1904 on, the British understood
 perfectly that the price of their friendships with France and Russia
 was diplomatic and moral support for these powers in their disputes
 with Germany and Austria. They gave that support even when, as

 often happened, they strongly disapproved of French or Russian

 policy. Germany and Austria, and France and Russia, respectively,
 being tied by firm alliances, could afford sometimes to restrain their

 24Christopher Andrew, "German World Policy and the Reshaping of the Dual
 Allinace," Journal of Contemporary History 1 (1966): 137- 5 1.

 25Guillen; Andrew, Theophile Delcasse and the Making of the Entente Cordiale;
 Howard Sieberg, Euge'ne Etienne und die franz3sische Kolonialpolitik (1887-1904)
 (Cologne, 1968).

 26Max Beloff, Imperial Sunset (New York, 1970), 1: 102. British thinking is illus-
 trated by Sir George Clarke's remark in 1905: "I believe that the defense of our Indian
 frontier against Russia is more a matter for the F. 0. than for the Indian Army. When
 the war is over it may be possible to give way on the Dardanelles question in return for
 a binding agreement with Russia as regards Afghanistan" (Jaeckel, p. 84). Indeed, the
 main British worry was that concessions in the Near East would not be enough to
 appease Russia. "'Whatever we do in the way of friendliness in South East Europe or
 elsewhere," argued Cecil Spring-Rice in 1903, "we shall never be forgiven the crime of
 possessing what Russia wants to have" (Jaeckel, p. 162).
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 partners and deny them diplomatic support. Britain, refusing all mili-

 tary commitments, had to give her friends moral support more un-

 stintingly or risk seeing them go into the other camp.
 Furthermore, even if Germany's encirclement was not a British

 aim, the "circling out" of Germany, her exclusion from world politics
 and empire, was Britain's goal in good measure. Grey and others

 made it clear time and again that the purpose of Britain's ententes,
 next to keeping France and Russia friendly, was to deter Germany
 from "interfering" and "bullying" in Asia or Africa, to keep her out of

 areas like Persia where she had no real business, to stop the Bagdad

 Railway, to neutralize the baton egyptien, and to teach Germany that
 she had to settle all imperial questions a' quatre, before a united front

 of Entente powers. The Auskreisung, which Fischer portrays as the

 result of German aggressiveness and blunders, was precisely the
 outcome British diplomacy was bent on achieving.

 As to Germany's naval challenge, all the facts, old and new, can be

 freely acknowledged.27 There was a great German naval program
 aimed directly at Britain and designed to promote Weltpolitik. It

 undoubtedly became ultimately Britain's greatest naval danger (after

 the Franco-Russian danger faded away) and the foremost element in

 Anglo-German rivalry. No improvement could come in Anglo-

 German relations without some naval settlement. But it is one thing
 to see the naval challenge as a real, serious issue, sufficient to itself to
 compel Britain to be on guard against Germany. It is quite another to

 argue that it primarily shaped British policy toward Germany, or that
 an end to the naval race would have significantly changed British

 policy. The latter assumptions remain unproved. The German naval
 challenge did not cause the revolution in Britain's political alignments,

 and an end to the naval race would not overturn them. The German
 Navy was not really taken seriously by either the government or the
 Admiralty until 1906-7, by which time the Entente Cordiale was a
 fixture in British policy and the search for an agreement with Russia
 had long been under way. Nor will the naval challenge do to explain

 the rise of Germanophobia in Britain. The anti-Germans were clearly
 gaining control of the Foreign Office by 1901; popular hatred of

 Germany was ripe with the Kruger Telegram and the Boer War.
 Anti-German spokesmen in the government and the press did not
 need the German Navy for their propaganda, though they exploited it
 fully. They centered their fire on the general danger of German

 271n addition to the valuable older works of E. L. Woodward, A. J. Marder, Oron J.
 Hale, Eckhart Kehr, and others, see esp. Jonathan Steinberg, Yesterday's Deterrent
 (New York, 1965), and Volcker R. Berghahn, "Zu den Zielen des deutschen Flot-
 tenbaus unter Wilhelm II," Historische Zeitschrift 210 (1970): 34- 100.
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 power, the evil of Prussian militarism, and the German bullying and
 blackmail of Britain since the 1880s.28

 Nor should one ignore the fact that Germany's naval challenge was

 the only one among the many threats facing Britain which the British

 always knew they could beat. The realignment of British foreign

 policy came at a time when she enjoyed almost unprecedented naval

 superiority. The recognition in 1906-7 that Germany was now the
 only possible naval foe greatly improved, not worsened, Britain's
 strategic position; it facilitated the concentration of the fleet in home

 waters more than it forced it. Even the Tories, always alert for any

 sign of naval unpreparedness, agreed in 1905-6 that naval spending
 could be reduced.29 British publicists and a hysterical public might

 dream of a German invasion; Sir John Fischer dreamed of Copen-

 hagening the German fleet and, like his successor, wanted to land
 100,000 men on Germany's Baltic coast in case of war.30 Contrast
 the British confidence that they would be able to drive Germany from

 the high seas, destroy her commerce, and conquer her colonies with
 relative ease, with British pessimism on other scores -the knowledge

 that they could not hope to match American naval strength in the

 western Atlantic or Japanese in the Far East, and that the only

 long-range answers to the problems of Egypt and India were deals
 with France and Russia. Of course the British were angered by
 Germany's naval challenge; it was expensive, gratuitous, and worri-
 some. But they never doubted they could meet it; it had its domestic

 and foreign policy uses; it was much easier to get money voted for
 ships than for men and supplies to defend the Northwest Frontier. All
 in all, it was a price Britain was willing to pay for the friendship of
 Russia and France, although she would have preferred not to pay at
 all.

 Above all, no naval agreement would have ended Anglo-German
 rivalry or caused Britain to abandon the anti-German coalition. To be
 sure, Germany demanded an unacceptable price for a naval agree-
 ment, Britain's promise of neutrality in continental war. But then
 Britain was never willing to pay for a naval agreement, except possi-
 bly with the poisoned fruit of a colonial agreement at Portugal's or
 Belgium's expense.31 If a naval agreement were concluded, the Brit-

 28Zara S. Steiner, The Foreign Office and Foreign Policy 1898-1914 (New York,
 1970).

 29Beloff, 1:86-87, 103; David W. Sweet, "The Baltic in British Diplomacy before
 the First World War," Historical Journal 13 (1970): 455-57; A. J. Morris, "The
 English Radicals' Campaign for Disarmament and the Hague Conference of 1907,"
 Journal of Modern History 43 (1971): 378-82.

 30Sweet, pp. 455- 57, 482- 84; Williamson, passim (see n. 16 above).
 31Jacques Willequet, Le Congo belge et la Weltpolitik (1894-1914) (Brussels, 1962);

 BD, vol. 10, pt. 2, docs. 266- 69.
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 ish would say, the improved atmosphere and friendly feelings it would
 produce would facilitate future amicable agreements on subjects of

 mutual interest-which is diplomatic language for "No concessions."

 In fact, Nicolson, Hardinge, Crowe, and other influential foreign-

 policy leaders were deathly afraid of a naval agreement. As Har-

 dinge argued, the Russians "must not think for a moment that we
 want to improve our relations with Germany at their expense. We

 have no pending questions with Germany, except that of naval con-

 struction, while our whole future in Asia is bound up with the necessi-

 ty of maintaining the best and most friendly relations with Russia. We

 cannot afford to sacrifice in any way our entente with Russia-even

 for the sake of a reduced naval programme."32 Grey constantly reas-

 sured France and Russia that no agreement with Germany, naval or

 other, would disturb Britain's existing friendships, and he meant it.
 If one needs further evidence that an end to the naval threat would

 not change Britain's basic policy toward Germany, the secret Anglo-

 Russian naval talks of June 1914 over cooperation in the Baltic and

 the Mediterranean supply it. Perhaps Egmont Zechlin makes too

 much of the impact of these talks on German policy in 1914, but the
 point here is what they show of British policy. Britain agreed to these

 talks, it must be remembered, after the naval race had ended on terms

 favorable to her, after Germany had cooperated with her during the

 Balkan Wars, and while agreements with Germany over the Portu-

 guese colonies and the Bagdad Railway were in their final stages.

 British writers argue that the talks meant nothing to Britain. Since her

 naval authorities had recently concluded that the Royal Navy would

 not be able to penetrate into the Baltic in case of war anyway, the
 conversations would lead to nothing, and were merely a political sop

 to Russia.34 But that is precisely the point. At a moment when better

 relations with Germany seemed uniquely possible, and when Grey

 believed such relations would be vital to prevent war over the Bal-

 kans, Britain was willing to destroy this hope (for these talks, like the
 similar ones with France, had little chance to remain secret and did

 not), to risk creating a grave new strain with Germany, to promote

 Russo-French hopes and German fears of a full Anglo-French-

 Russian alliance, and to deliver the best possible propaganda to naval-

 ists in Germany for resuming the naval race-all in order to avoid
 disappointing the Russians. This marks a high point in the British

 32Hardinge to Nicolson, January 4, 1909, BD, 5: 550. (Also quoted in Steiner, p. 95,
 where it is dated March 26.)

 33"Deutschland zwischen Kabinettskrieg und Wirtschaftskrieg. Politik und Krieg-
 fuhrung in den ersten Monaten des Weltkrieges 1914," Historische Zeitschrift 199
 (1964): 347-55; "Die tiirkischen Meerengen-Brennpunkt der Weltgeschichte," Ge-
 schichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht 17 (1966): 9- 15.

 34Sweet, p. 284.
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 appeasement of Russia that had been going on for fifteen years, and

 proves further that the raison d'e'tre of British policy was her ententes
 with France and Russia, regardless of what Germany did, just as
 Germany was determined to try for world power regardless of what
 Britain did, and that rivalry with Germany was a price Britain was
 willing to pay for the sake of these ententes.

 "Very well," someone will say, "what of it? Britain was simply

 playing the game by the normal rules. Was she supposed to have
 appeased Germany instead? What possible concession would have

 done any good? In any case the anti-German coalition Britain joined
 was a loose, defensive one which never would have caused war

 unless Germany tried to break it by force, which she did. Far from

 refuting the Fischer thesis, you have made it more plausible. Faced

 with the impossibility of achieving world power and standing by
 peaceful means, Germany chose war. Rather than condemning British
 policy, you vindicate it. For whatever her motives (and what power
 ever acts for motives other than self-interest?), Britain was preserving
 the European balance of power against the unmistakable threat of

 German domination. That this defense was desperately needed, two
 world wars would seem to give adequate proof."

 The argument is tenable, provided its basic premises are accepted.

 If Germany's main activity was her pursuit of world power; if, fur-
 ther, the great problem for Europe was how to cope with Germany's
 growing power; if the main aim of British policy, whatever its ulterior
 motives, was to preserve a balance of power in Europe, and the chief
 effect of British policy was to restrain German ambitions, then British
 policy was justified regardless of its motives and even of its outcome.
 In pursuing her own interests, Britain was also upholding the best
 interests of Europe as a whole, and of peace.

 But in fact the premises are unsound. Of course Germany played
 world policy; so did every other power that could, and some that
 could not. The point is how Germany played it. Somehow Fischer

 never quite succeeds in explaining the contrast between the remark-

 able growth of Germany's power and wealth and her uniform failure

 to translate that power into corresponding diplomatic, political, and
 territorial gains. Even a small power like Belgium, or a would-be great
 power like Italy, could emerge from the imperialist scramble with
 impressive gains; Portugal and Holland could consolidate their pos-
 sessions while hungry great powers looked on. But Germany ended

 up with little more than Bismarck had already gained in 1884- 85, and
 this at the cost of weakened alliances and a ruined European position.
 It will not do to explain this failure simply by German aggressiveness
 and blunders. Who could be more aggressive and commit more blun-
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 ders than Imperial Russia? Yet she survived a disastrous war, revolu-
 tion, and bankruptcy and emerged by 1914 with her alliances stronger
 than ever and her expansion once again under way. Nor will it do to
 cite Germany's inconsistency, her repeated failure to know what she

 really wanted.35 For the point is that no matter what Germany tried,
 she lost. She lost ground in Morocco when she remained passive and
 waited for France to come to her; she lost ground when she tried
 standing up for the principle of the open door; and she lost further
 ground when she tried to pound her fist on the table and demand
 compensations. Whether she tried to challenge Britain or France or
 Russia, or (as she did repeatedly) tried to win their friendship, she
 always finally succeeded in tightening the Entente against her.

 The main reason for Germany's failure is not ineptness and aggres-
 siveness, or her late start in Weltpolitik, or even unfavorable geogra-
 phy, although these are involved. It is that Germany could not pursue
 Weltpolitik all out. Each of the Entente powers could carry on a
 world policy without directly overthrowing the European system (al-
 though their imperialism indirectly undermined it). They could even,
 as the British did, indulge in the flattering belief that their world

 policy sustained the European system and made it work. But an
 unrestrained Weltpolitik by Germany, as the Germans were forced to
 recognize, was bound to isolate her and destroy the system upon
 which she had to rely for security as much as upon her army. Thus

 the exigencies of continental policy repeatedly imposed themselves
 upon Germany and restrained her.

 This explains what most needs explaining about prewar German
 policy. The problem is not, as is often imagined, one of accounting for
 her reckless conduct in terms of her aggressive, imperialist character
 and aims. It is one of accounting for the surprising moderation of
 German policy until 1914, in view of her aggressive character and
 aims. It is clear that the Entente powers were counting upon Ger-
 many's desire for peace and exploiting it; even Germanophobes like
 Eyre Crowe insisted that she would back down before a firm front.
 The restraints lay, of course, not in Germany's policy or character or
 the supposed peace party at Berlin, but in the position and role the
 system forced upon her-which made it all the more important for the
 Entente not to overstrain the system holding her back.

 The contradiction between what Germany wanted to do and what
 she dared do and was obliged to do accounts in turn for the erratic,
 uncoordinated character of German world policy, its inability to settle
 on clear goals and carry them through, the constant initiatives leading

 35E. g.. Jonathan Steinberg, "Germany and the Russo-Japanese War," American
 Historical Review 75 (1970): 1965-86.
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 nowhere, the frequent changes in mid-course. It is commonly said

 that after 1890 Germany played the game of international politics like

 a plunger on the stock market, always looking for quick short-term

 gains. The truth is worse than this. Germany played it like a plunger

 looking for quick gains without making any investments, a gambler

 trying to win without betting. The Germans were always hoping to be

 paid for doing nothing, merely for being where they were; expecting

 to be feared and to have their interests respected because of the

 power they possessed but dared not exert. They wanted Britain to

 pay them in Africa for the trouble Germany refrained fromf causing

 Britain with the Boers. They wanted Russia to pay for benevolent

 German neutrality during the Russo-Japanese war, and Britain and

 Japan to pay for plain German neutrality during the same war. Russia

 and Britain were supposed to do something for Germany on account

 of her not penetrating Persia, and France likewise if Germany did not
 cause more difficulty over Morocco. The British ought to concede

 Germany something if she stopped building more ships. Dis-

 appointed, the Germans wondered with querulous self-pity why ev-

 eryone was against them-the same mood they had often expressed

 before unification,36 and which would become the national disease

 after 1918.

 Of course German restraint was not worthless to other powers;
 often it was invaluable. Russia was extremely lucky to have Germany

 and Austria-Hungary covering her rear in 1904-5, and the Russians

 knew it. But no one pays for such services when they can be had for

 nothing, especially since it was not too hard to see that the real reason

 why Germany refrained from causing more trouble was that she

 dared not do so. Like it or not, she was bound to her alliances and to

 her central European position. Even Italy had more freedom for

 Weltpolitik than she, and used it. For the Entente powers and Italy,

 alliances were primarily associations for profit; for Germany and

 Austria, they were of necessity associations for security.37

 Nor can one agree without serious reservations even to the univer-

 sal assumption that British policy was directed toward maintaining a

 European balance of power. Of course it was in one sense: Britain
 wanted to keep Germany from dominating the continent by either

 overpowering France and Russia or luring them into her camp. This

 was entirely legitimate and necessary, but it alone is not enough to

 36''Germany has no friends in Europe," complained the Prussian diplomat Baron
 Bunsen in 1848. "No one grants aspiring Germany any favors" (Holger Hjelholt,

 British Mediation in the Danish-German Conflict 1848-1850 [Copenhagen, 1966] pt.
 2, p. 20). (Translation mine.)

 37See esp. Fritz Fellner, Der Dreibiand (Vienna, 1960).
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 make Britain's a real balance-of-power policy. For, quite apart from
 some general reservations one may have about the whole character of

 British equilibrist thought,38 the important point is that the British

 neither recognized nor did anything about the most critical threat to

 the European balance after 1900, but helped make it much worse.

 The immediate threat to the balance in 1914 was not German power.

 That danger existed, but it was under control, so far as it could be by
 peaceful means. The impression everywhere in Europe was that the

 Entente powers, especially Russia, were gaining the upper hand.39

 The greater danger stemmed not from German or Russian power but

 from Austrian weakness. One of the few incontestable points in

 balance-of-power theory is that preserving the system means pre-

 serving all the essential actors in it. Equally obvious, nothing is more
 likely to occasion a major war than a threat to the existence or

 great-power status of an essential actor. Whatever the underlying

 causes of the nineteenth-century European wars may have been, they

 were all touched off by a violent reaction from some declining or

 threatened essential actor to a menace to its existence, essential

 interests, or prestige. This was true of Turkey in 1853, Austria in

 1859 and 1866, France in 1870, and Austria in 1914. Long before
 1914 it was obvious that Austria's existence was threatened. Every-
 one saw her as the next sick man of Europe after Turkey. The British
 virtually wrote off Austria as a great power by the mid-1890s. In

 1899 Delcasse tried to reach agreements with Russia and Italy in the
 expectation of her impending demise. From 1908 on almost everyone

 anticipated that the long-awaited general war would probably arise
 over a Russo-Austrian quarrel involving Serbia. From 1912 on the
 Russians and Serbs repeatedly told their Western friends that

 Austria's collapse was imminent, and that they intended to have the
 lion's share of the remains.40

 Yet Britain's "balance-of-power" policy entirely ignored this imme-
 diate danger, and served actually to increase the threat from Germany
 as well. Germany ultimately might well have gone to war for world
 power (although she passed up chances earlier); but she was virtually

 38What M. S. Anderson says of the balance of power in eighteenth-century British
 usage, that "very often it was no more than a phrase used to inhibit thought," seems to
 apply to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as well (Ragnhild Hatton and M. S.
 Anderson, eds., Studies in Diplomatic History [Hamden, Conn., 1970], p. 184).

 39Risto Ropponen, Die Kraft Russlands (Helsinki, 1968).
 40E. g., in May 1914 the Russian Minister of War, General Suchomlinov, told the

 French Ambassador Paleologue that Russia meant to annex Galicia on Francis Jo-
 seph's death and the Czar hoped that Germany would swallow this (F. N. Bradley,

 "Quelques aspects de la politique etrangere de Russie avant 1914 a travers les archives

 frangaises," Etudes slaves et est-europ(ennes 7 [19671: 100- 101).
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 bound to accept war, even provoke it, rather than let Austria go under
 and thus lose her last reliable ally. This was not a matter of Ger-
 many's ambitions, but of her vital interests, as the British well knew.

 Once again, even if this trite contention is true, what of it? Was
 Britain to blame if Austria in 1914 decided to commit suicide out of

 fear of death, and Germany decided to join her, or rather pushed her

 into it? Were the Entente powers supposed to sacrifice their interests

 to save a rival power from succumbing to its own internal weak-
 nesses?

 As it happens, the theoretical answer to both these rhetorical
 questions is yes. A real balance-of-power policy would have required

 from the Entente precisely such a policy of restraint for themselves

 and controlled support for Austria, just as maintaining the Near

 Eastern balance had always required the powers to support Turkey,

 not exploiting her weaknesses or seeking individual gains. It indicates

 the inherent contradictions of balance-of-power politics that the ac-
 tions it promotes, which its proponents consider normal and natural,
 actually serve to undermine the balance rather than maintain it. But

 there is a practical answer more important than the theoretical one.
 The threat to Austria's existence, which I would argue was primarily
 international rather than internal in character, was a product in great
 part of Entente policy. As a result of the preoccupation of diplomatic
 historians with motives and aims instead of effects, both German and
 Entente policies have always been discussed almost exclusively in

 terms of the German problem, when in fact their effects were far

 greater on the Austrian problem. The best answer to the German
 encirclement myth is not that Entente policy was really moderate and
 unprovocative; there has been too much whitewashing of British,
 French, and especially Russian policy in this whole debate.41 The

 answer is rather that the Entente really encircled Austria rather than

 Germany. Of course Germany was hemmed in and constrained. But
 she still had allies she controlled or strongly influenced, neutral states
 still leaned her way (Denmark, Sweden, Holland, Switzerland, Tur-
 key), and she was still inherently so strong that no one wished to
 challenge her directly. If her bid for world power was frustrated, the
 more modest aim of eventually loosening the rival coalition and in-
 sinuating herself into Britain's favor was not foreclosed. Grey resisted
 all pressures from France, Russia, and the Foreign Office to turn the
 ententes into alliances, and may even have entertained the hope

 41Fischer's Krieg der Illusionen is riddled with this. See also the remarks of Fritz
 Fellner on the Ritter-Fischer debate, in Gerald D. Feldman, ed., German Imperialism,
 1914-1918 (New York, 1972) pp. 193-95.
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 ultimately of bringing a chastened and more moderate Germany into
 the Triple Entente, as the Radicals urged.42

 Austria, in contrast, was hopelessly encircled by 1914 and knew
 it.43 Russia, supported by France, was forming a new Balkan League
 around Russia's protege and Austria's worst enemy, Serbia. Romania
 was defecting, Bulgaria was exhausted and wavering under strong
 Russo-French pressure, Turkey was leaning toward Russia, Italy was
 cooperating with Russia in the Balkans; even Germany was a wholly
 unreliable support politically, and Austria's chief competitor econom-
 ically in the Balkans.

 This isolation and encirclement resulted, moreover, principally
 from Entente moves and policies, always discussed as if they had
 nothing to do with Austria. Delcasse6s policy, for example, was ob-
 viously aimed against Germany (and for a good while against Britain).
 But is there no significance to the fact that virtually his first move in
 strengthening and transforming the Dual Alliance was to seek an
 agreement with Russia over the spoils of the Austrian Empire, and
 that even after his fears of a German seizure of Austrian Adriatic
 ports proved groundless, he still hoped Austria's demise might give
 France the chance to recover Alsace-Lorraine?44 Who was menaced
 by French efforts to lure Italy out of the Triple Alliance and to get
 her to concentrate her attention on the Balkans and Italia irredenta?
 Not Germany; Austria. Whose vital interests and security were ulti-
 mately threatened by France's move to take over Morocco? Not
 Germany's; only the Pan-Germans and some ardent colonialists
 claimed Morocco as a question of vital interest. The Kaiser, the
 Foreign Office, and the bulk of Germany's military, naval, and busi-
 ness leaders saw it as a question primarily of prestige and honor.
 What the French protectorate in Morocco actually did was to pave
 the way for Italy to attack Turkey over Tripoli and to spread the war
 into the eastern Mediterranean, to encourage Russia to advance her
 plans for the Straits, and to promote the assault of the Balkan states
 upon Turkey, thus raising life-and-death questions for Austria. This
 was not merely what happened in the event; it was what sensible

 42Howard S. Weinroth, "The British Radicals and the Balance of Power,

 1902- 1914," Historical Journal 13 (1970): 653-82.
 43As Count Czernin wrote Berchtold on June 22, 1914: "Before our eyes, in broad

 daylight, openly and obviously, as clear as the sun, with shameless impudence, the
 encirclement of the Monarchy is being completed; under Russian-French patronage a
 new Balkan League is being welded together. whose purpose, today still apparently
 complicated, will soon appear in astonishing simplicity-against the Monarchy" (Zech-
 lin, "Die turkischen Meerengen," p. 14). (Translation mine.)

 "Andrew, Theophile Delcasse and the Making of the Entente Cordiale, pp. 126-35.
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 leaders foresaw and planned for, what was in good part provided for

 in written agreements.

 It is true that Austria did not oppose either France's move on

 Morocco or Italy's ambitions for Tripoli. This was because, knowing

 that she could niot stop them, she pursued the forlorn hope that,

 distracted by these gains, they might lessen the pressure on her, or

 that by supporting them she might persuade France and Italy to keep

 these Mediterranean moves from having dangerous repercussions for

 Austria in the Balkans, and to recognize her vital interests there. This

 policy, which had never worked for Austria throughout the nineteenth

 century, suffered absolute shipwreck in 1912- 14, when it became

 apparent that all the powers, grateful though they were for Austria's

 restraint, intended to make her pay for everyone else's gains, and pay

 precisely in the only area where she had vital interests, the Balkans.

 Whom (besides Persia) did the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907

 endanger? Not Germany, whose role and interests in Persia were

 secondary. The agreement, as intended and promoted by Britain,

 served to turn Russia's attention toward the Straits, the Macedonian

 question, and her Balkan rivalry with Austria. France's and Britain's

 loans to, Russia, French economic penetration of the Balkans,

 France's arms deliveries to Serbia and Greece, and her closing her

 money markets to Vienna while opening them to Austria's enemies

 were all intended to hit Germany, insofar as they had a political

 purpose; but Austria was much more directly hurt. The same is true

 of Russia's policy, fully backed by France, of uniting the Balkan

 states into a league under her direction, pulling Romania and Turkey

 also into her camp. Intended supposedly to protect the Straits and
 Turkey from German influence, it served above all to destroy

 Austria's position. Even the Anglo-French and Anglo-Russian naval

 talks were directed as much against Austria in the Mediterranean as
 against Germany in the North and Baltic Seas. From 1912 on France

 was determined not to allow an Austro-Serb or Austro-Russian rap-

 prochement, so as not to lose a valuable third front in the Balkans

 against the Central Powers in case of war.45

 Austria was therefore the actual target of Entente diplomacy. Re-

 sults count more than motives. To a surprising degree, moreover,

 Entente statesmen knew what the effects of their policies would be

 and accepted them. But how was Britain responsible for this? It is

 easy to see why Russia, France, and Italy might want Austria

 45Ljiijana Aleksic-Peikovic, "La Serbie et les rapports entre les puissances de
 l'Entente 1908- 1913." Balkan Studies 6 (1965): 3 25- 44.
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 weakened, but why should Britain, her old friend and natural ally,
 help undermine her position?

 In fact, one can argue that Britain's policy (like Russia's and even,
 in certain respects, France's) was more anti-Austrian than anti-

 German. Although opposing German ambitions, the British took
 Germany seriously and were careful not to push her too far or

 trample her interests underfoot. They never took Austria seriously

 and were regularly ready to let her pay, or make her pay. Britain
 never encouraged France or Russia to provoke Germany; firmness

 and moderation were the watchwords. But from the mid-1890s on,

 she urged Russia to concentrate her power and attention on Europe,

 telling her that with time and patience she could become the arbiter of
 Europe -the worst possible threat to Austria. The British never liked
 Delcasse's anti-German stance over Morocco. But they worked to

 break up the long-standing Austro-Russian cooperation in Mace-

 donia, valuable though they knew it to be for European peace, ex-

 ploiting the Austro-Russian rift to promote a separate Anglo-Russian
 program for the Balkans and Turkey. Macedonia became the birth-

 place of the Triple Entente; it was supposed to cement the Anglo-
 Russian entente at Austria's expense as the first Moroccan crisis had
 consolidated the Anglo-French accord at Germany'S.46

 The British did not encourage France to try to recover Alsace-

 Lorraine; they did drop repeated hints to Russia about how co-
 operation in Asia would eventually help her in Turkey and the Straits.

 Britain welcomed the Franco-German agreement over Morocco in
 1909 and showed little concern as the French first strained and then
 broke the Act of Algeciras so recently concluded. When Austria
 annexed Bosnia, legalizing a situation long existing de facto and
 giving up her hold on the Sanjak of Novi-Pazar in the process, Britain
 helped promote an international crisis over the violation of a treaty

 thirty years old, whose relevant provision had never been intend-
 ed by Britain herself to remain long in force. The British sometimes

 46At the first signs of an Austro-Russian rift, Hardinge commented, "The struggle
 between Austria and Russia in the Balkans is evidently now beginning and we shall not
 be bothered by Russia in Asia" (Douglas Dakin, "British Sources Concerning the
 Greek Struggle in Macedonia, 1901-1909," Balkan Studies 2 [1961]: 76). His com-
 ments on British aims in regard to Macedonia are equally clear and revealing: "We are
 quite hopeful about Macedonian reforms, if we can only come to terms with Russia, we
 shall be able to secure the cooperation of France and Italy and although Austria and
 Germany will at first be obstructive we have reason to believe that Germany will so
 dislike to see a combination of four Powers in opposition to her and Austria that she
 will reluctantly follow us and thus force Austria to come in also" (Hardinge to Nicol-
 son, April 13, 1908, BD, 5:236 -37). See also Steiner, pp. 95 -97; and M. B. Cooper,
 "British Policy in the Balkans, 1908-9," Historical Journal 7 (1964- 65): 258- 79.
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 tried to calm French suspicions of Germany. During the Bosnian

 Crisis and after, they impressed upon Russia that she had suffered

 a humiliating defeat at the hands of Austria backed by Germany-

 this regardless of the consequences for the balance of power and

 future Austro-Russian relations,47 and despite the fact that the British

 knew of the prior Austro-Russian bargain over Bosnia and con-

 sidered Isvolski himself largely to blame for Russia's discom-

 fiture.48

 While Britain in 1911 urged France to compensate Germany gener-

 ously for her protectorate in Morocco, she simultaneously encour-

 aged Russia to form a Balkan League, including Turkey, to stop
 Austria in southeastern Europe. Grey rejected the idea of pulling

 Italy entirely out of the Triple Alliance, for fear of provoking Ger-

 many; but he welcomed Italy's cooperation with Russia and her

 concentration on the Adriatic,49 and he tried to quell anti-Italian press
 sentiment in Britain over Italy's aggression in the Tripolitan War.

 While Grey cooperated with Germany during the Balkan Wars, it was
 often at Austria's expense, and always with great care not to offend

 Russia.50 Although the outcome of these wars fatally tipped the

 Balkan balance against Austria, the frantic cries from Vienna for
 some consideration of Austria's position went unheeded as before. To

 Austria, the Foreign Office preached abnegation and restraint; among

 themselves, British leaders agreed that it would be better not to

 become entangled at all in Balkan questions and Austria's selfish

 intrigues, were it not that friendship for France and Russia required

 it.51 Meanwhile the British envoys at Sofia and Petersburg encour-

 aged a Serbo-Bulgarian rapprochement under Russian sponsorship

 that would seal Austria's isolation and compel her to remain quiet. If
 a partition of Turkey became unavoidable, the British recognized that

 German interests would have to be taken into account. Austria, on
 the other hand, had good reason to fear that Britain would join with

 France, Germany, and Russia to cut her out.52

 On the eve of the war, the Foreign Office was aware of the fear
 prevalent in both Berlin and Vienna that Austria might collapse. Far

 from viewing this eventuality as a danger per se, Nicolson feared only

 that Russia and Germany might come together over the spoils, and

 47Steiner, pp. 87-88.

 48Hardinge to Cartwright, October 4, 1909, BD 9 (1): 74.
 49Hardinge to Bax-Ironside, October 28, 1909, ibid., pp. 80-8 1.
 50Steiner, pp. 135, 146-47.
 51Ibid.
 52F. Roy Bridge, "Tarde venientibus ossa: Austro-Hungarian Colonial Aspirations

 in Asia Minor 1913- 14", Middle Eastern Studies 6 (1970): 319- 30.
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 urged preventing this by a close Anglo-Russian alliance. Grey feared

 rather what actually happened: a preventive war launched by Ger-

 many out of fear of Russia's growing strength and Austria's decline.

 His only answer to this was to work with the supposed German

 peace party under Bethmann, so as to conciliate Germany and get her

 to put still more restraining pressure on Austria. No thought of any

 action to help maintain Austria's independence and integrity was

 entertained. If Austria and Russia actually got into war, Grey hoped

 to keep Germany and France out of it-thus holding the ring for

 Russia, giving her the opportunity she had wanted ever since the

 Crimean War.52

 Finally, if one agrees with Fischer (as I do) that something can be

 learned of the general character and direction of a nation's policy

 before 1914 by seeing what it does and plans immediately upon the

 outbreak of war, than it is significant that Britain's contribution to the

 breakup of the Austrian Monarchy, the promises and concessions to

 Italy, Rumania, Serbia, and Russia which soon rendered it inevitable,
 began already on August 5, 1914, a week before Britain's declaration
 of war on Austria.54 Equally significant, while Britain always ex-

 pected and even wanted a united Germany to survive World War I, to

 serve both as a balance against Russia and France and as a market for

 British goods, they considered Austria dispensable, reckoning freely
 from 1916 on breaking her up (even if Germany absorbed the Ger-

 man-speaking territories!) or on using a drastically reduced, federated,

 and Slav-dominated Austria in some kind of anti-German com-
 bination.55

 Of course there was no great anti-Austrian plot. The British did not

 think of Austria as their enemy; they tried not to think of her at all.

 They did not plan to isolate and destroy her; they simply did not

 concern themselves (as they never had earlier in the nineteenth centu-

 ry) with the question of whether the concessions and defeats forced
 upon Austria before the war, and the territorial sacrifices to be im-

 posed on her during and after it, would leave her viable. Britain
 undermined Austria's position before the war-indeed, throughout

 the nineteenth century - and assisted in her destruction during it, in a

 fit of absence of mind, a state from which many British historians on

 53Steiner, pp. 134-37; see also n. 58 below.

 54F. Roy Bridge, "The British Declaration of War on Austria-Hungary in 1914,"
 Slavonic and East European Review 47 (1969): 401-22; Harry Hanak, "The Govern-
 ment, the Foreign Office and Austria-Hungary, 1914- 1918," ibid., pp. 162-67.

 55Hanak, pp. 168 -71; Beloff, 1: 206 -9. On the general subject of British aims
 toward the Continent, see Harold l. Nelson, Land and Power (London, 1963); Paul
 Guinn, British Strategy and Politics, 1914 to 1918 (Oxford, 1965); and V. H. Roth-
 well, British War Aims and Peace Diplomacy, 1914- 1918 (Oxford, 1971).
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 this subject have not yet emerged.56 Austria was not Britain's con-

 cern, as Grey repeatedly told his ambassador at Vienna, Sir Fairfax

 Cartwright; Britain wished to be cordial to her without entangling

 herself. She was like China or Persia. The British had nothing against

 her, but she could do nothing for them, they in turn could not save

 her, and certainly no British interests would be sacrificed for her sake,

 including the only important British interest in the Balkans, keeping

 on good terms with Russia.

 What makes Britain's responsibility for Austria's plight a heavy

 one, although less direct than Russia's or France's, is that Britain

 alone was in a position to manage the European Concert so as to

 control the Balkan situation. Russia was bound to be Austria's rival,

 Serbia and Rumania bound to have territorial aspirations at Austria's
 expense, Italy bound at least to watch Austria jealously. These prob-

 lems were there and could not be solved or spirited away. But they

 could have been controlled. Russia was not bound to be Austria's

 enemy; throughout the nineteenth century she had always found it

 profitable to seek a modus vivendi with Austria whenever it was plain

 that an aggressive course would get her into trouble. The danger

 regularly arose when Russia got tacit or open Western support for a

 forward policy, as she did before 1914. Serbia would try all she could

 get away with, but would not commit suicide by fighting Austria

 alone; Romania was entirely opportunistic, Italy not really vitally

 engaged in the Balkans. As for Austria, all through the century she

 had lived with international and internal problems that were insoluble

 but not fatal. There were so many dangers that her only hope was
 to outlive the threats and outlast her enemies; she always tried this
 course, and only abandoned it when it seemed too hopeless or humili-

 ating, and violence appeared to be the only recourse. Right up to June

 1914 all Austrian leaders, including those -aggressively inclined to-

 ward Serbia and Italy, wanted an entente with Russia. Hence the

 situation was not inherently out of control, but only Britain could

 have exercised that control. France could not have checked Russia's

 diplomatic offensive, even had she wanted to; she was too dependent

 on Russian aid. Britain did not try, not so much because she feared

 losing Russia to Germany, or feared renewed trouble for India, as

 because she saw no reason to make the effort.

 56For example, so brilliant a book as Zara Steiner's on the Foreign Office concen-
 trates entirely on British attitudes toward Germany, virtually ignoring the impact of
 British policies on Austria. Beloff (Imperial Sunset) devotes 283 pages to an admirable
 discussion of British prewar and wartime policy, but mentions Austria only in

 passing. Only F. Roy Bridge's unpublished dissertation, "The Diplomatic Relations
 between Great Britain and Austria-Hungary, 1906- 1912" (London, 1966) indicates the
 significance of British policy for Austria.
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 Instead, she expected Germany to do the whole job both of sus-

 taining Austria and restraining her. It is strange that the Germans
 have not made more of this. Most German charges against England

 were baseless or highly exaggerated, most German expectations and

 demands from Britain absurd or dangerous. But the old, long-standing

 German and Austrian efforts to get Britain to bear her European
 responsibilities by upholding Austria have a good deal to be said for

 them. Never mind that Germany had selfish reasons for wanting to

 involve Britain, that Germany herself helped greatly to create the

 Austrian problem, and that German support for Austria was anything
 but loyal and disinterested. The fact remains that German support for

 Austria and restraint of her and Russia helped prevent several likely
 general wars, and that Austria by her very existence and her policy

 was restraining Germany, preventing her from playing world policy

 with a free hand. Moreover, only the presence of the Habsburg

 Monarchy holding down the Danube basin kept Germany or Russia

 from achieving mastery over Europe. With Austria there and deter-
 mined to remain an independent great power, it was very difficult for

 either of them to fight each other, or dominate the other, or combine

 for aggressive purposes. Let Austria go under, and a great war for the

 mastery of Europe became almost mathematically predictable. The

 Germans, William II in particular, had many irrational beliefs, in-

 cluding the apocalyptic vision of an inevitable fight to the death

 between Teutons and Slavs.57 But their fear of this contest, and the

 belief that Austria's impending dissolution must bring it on, were

 entirely rational.58

 The main trouble with leaving the task of supporting Austria to

 Germany alone was not that it was unfair or exceeded Germany's
 resources, but that it was counterproductive for peace. The more the

 Germans alone supported Austria, the more she became and was
 considered a German satellite, against her will; the more she and

 Germany, instead of restraining each other, became involved in each
 other's largely individual quarrels, the more Austria, despairing of
 finding help from Britain, France, or the Concert, would be prone to
 seek her salvation in violence, and the more Germany, fearful of
 Austria's demise or defection, would be tempted to push her into
 it-the scenario of 19 14.

 57E. g., see Rich, pp. 215- 20, 243-84.
 581n contrast, Grey's insistence in both the 1913 and 1914 crises that an

 Austro-Russian war over the Balkans, representing merely the struggle between Teu-

 ton and Slav for supremacy, as he put it, need not concern Britain or Europe unless

 Germany or France entered in, strikes one as remarkably insular and unrealistic (Grey
 to Buchanan, February 17, 1913, BD9(2), doc. 626; Grey to Bertie, July 29, 1914,
 BDl 1, doc. 283).
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 Only a commitment by Britain to use her influence with France to

 help keep Austria in existence by maintaining a balance of power in
 the Balkans and restraining Austria, Russia, and the Balkan states
 alike could have prevented this.59 Such a policy had worked with

 Turkey for a long time, and she was far more vulnerable, weak,
 backward, despised, and dispensable than Austria. But the whole

 British tradition went against this. Despite many fine phrases, the

 British never understood what Austria's function really was in Eu-
 rope, and how valuable she was to Britain. At best, Austria was

 for Britain a useful means to check France or Russia or to help
 Turkey; more often she was considered a menace to Turkey and a

 reactionary satellite of Russia or Germany, endangering the balance

 by her subservience and the peace by her reckless repressive policies.

 When France and Russia loomed as the chief dangers, Britain saw a
 united Italy and a united Germany under Prussia as the best answers.

 When Germany then became the chief danger, friendship with Russia

 and France was the solution. In both cases, Austria was forgotten or
 considered useless. As for the critical problem of east-central and
 southeastern Europe, the British knew little and cared less, but sup-

 posed that Austria was an anachronism and that a liberal nationalist
 solution would be best all round if achieved by peaceful means. Even

 had they better understood what was at stake, they would not have

 changed their policy. For to support Austria, however cautiously,

 would be to abandon Britain's coveted freedom from commitments, to

 give up that policy of a free hand toward the Continent which ac-

 counted for Britain's greatness and which, only slightly modified, had

 worked brilliantly since 1900. By 1914, all the challenges to Britain

 were under control. The empire and the home islands had not been so

 secure in two generations, all without war, great expense, or binding

 alliances. To this day, the thought that Britain's prewar successes in
 foreign policy might be connected with the final catastrophe, that in

 the struggle for peace, unlike her usual record in war, Britain this time
 won all the battles and lost the war, has not penetrated British

 historiography.

 Yet it would be wrong to end on this note, as if Britain were
 especially to blame-as misleading as the current excessive concen-

 59Although a number of Englishmen (Fairfax Cartwright at Vienna, Ralph Paget at
 Belgrade, Nicolson, and others) had long warned of the dangers involved in Austria's
 decline, only Francis Bertie at the last moment pleaded with Grey to put pressure on
 France to divert Russia from her absurd and dangerous policy of protecting her Balkan

 clients at all cost (Bertie to Grey, July 27, 1914, BD 11, doc. 192). By then it was
 too late, of course, and there is no chance Grey would have risked Britain's ententes by
 any such pressure.
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 tration on Germany, and far more unfair. The basic point is that
 everyone saw the central threat to the European system in the decline
 of Austria, and no one would do anything about it. Russians, Serbs,

 Rumanians, Greeks, and Italians all exploited it: the French thought
 only of their security. Even Germany made the problem worse, by

 promoting Austria's survival not as a European independent great

 power, but as a German state and Germany's satellite, and by in-
 sisting against Austrian protests that war, if it came, must be fought

 as a great duel to the death between Germans and Slavs. The British,
 meanwhile, did not want Austria to die, but hoped that if she must,

 she would at least do it quietly. In 1914 Austria decided not to die

 quietly, and once this long-postponed decision to recover her position
 by violence was taken, there was no stopping short of a general
 holocaust.60

 The only reason for laying greater stress on Britain's role here is
 that objectively (although not psychologically) she had greater free-
 dom to act otherwise and greater ability to change the outcome. The
 attitudes behind it all, in any case, were universal-the same

 short-sighted selfishness and lack of imagination, the same exclusive
 concentration on one's own interests at the expense of the commu-

 nity. Everyone wanted a payoff; no one wanted to pay. Everyone
 expected the system to work for him; no one would work for it. All
 were playing the same game-imperialism, world policy, Realpolitik,
 call it what you will-all save Austria, and she also would have
 played it had she been able.61 All believed, as many historians still do,

 that sacro egoismo is the only rational rule for high politics, that it
 even represents a higher realism and a higher morality, when it really
 is only a higher stupidity. And so the system was bent and twisted
 until it broke; its burdens were distributed not according to ability to
 bear them, but inability to resist. Inevitably the collapse came where
 all the weight was concentrated-at the weakest point. Two titles
 from Nietzsche and Nestroy sum the whole process up: "Men-
 schlich, allzu menschlich," and "Gegen Torheit gibt es kein Mittel."

 60Interestingly enough, as Egmont Zechlin repeatedly argues in criticism of Fischer,
 Germany (or at least Bethmann) tried to some extent early in the war to keep it a
 limited cabinet-style conflict. See his "Das 'schlesische' Angebot und die italienische
 Kriegsgefahr," Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht 14 (1963): 533-56; and
 "Probleme des Kriegskalkiuls und Kriegsbeendigung im Ersten Weltkrieg," ibid., 16
 (1965): 69-82. But Zechlin's evidence never indicates a real chance that the war could
 have been limited.

 61Wolfdieter Bihl, "Zur denosterreichisch-ungarischen Kriegszielen 1914," Jahr-
 blicher fuir Geschichte Osteuropas 16 (1968): 505-30; Fritz Klein, "Die Rivalitait
 zwischen Deutschland und Oesterreich-Ungarn in der Tiirkei am Vorabend des ersten
 Weltkrieges," in Politik im Krieg 1914- 1918, ed. Fritz Klein (Berlin, 1964), pp. 1-21.
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